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Introduction
Under My Roof is a place to keep all of the important information regarding
your home and belongings to help you better manage, maintain, and care for them.
Below are just some of the uses for Under My Roof:
For Your Home
Under My Roof provides you a single place to store and organize information
about your home so that it is always available when you need it. You can use it to:
•

Store important documents regarding your home, such a copy of the
mortgage or rental documents, deed,

oor plans, neighborhood

covenants, or plat diagram.
•

Create a maintenance schedule for recurring tasks, such as changing
air lters or having the HVAC system inspected.

•

Store information about any warranties you may have on your home.

•

Keep track of your home’s assessment history so you can see how the
value has changed over time.

•

Keep detailed notes with optional dates about your home.

•

Store photos of your home and receipts for important home-related
purchases.

•

Keep track of any repairs and maintenance done on the home,
including receipts, photos, contractor information, parts and
components, and costs.

•

Keep track of any renovations or modi cations done to your home,
along with photos, receipts, contractor information, supplies, and
costs.

For Your Stuff
As with your home, Under My Roof helps you store and organize information
about your belongings:
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•

Store the make, model number, serial number, and other important
information about your belongings.

•

Keep purchase information, such as purchase date, purchase price,
and receipts.

•

Add photos of your items.

•

Store important documents related to your items, such as manuals and
provenance documents.

•

Create a maintenance schedule for items that need regular
maintenance and care.

•

Keep track of the repair and maintenance history for your items.

•

Keep track of any modi cations made to your items, including photos,
receipts, parts and components, and costs.

•

Add detailed notes to items, with optional dates.

For Insurance
Insurance is an important part of keeping a home inventory. Under My Roof’s
insurance features go beyond just property insurance, though. You can use it to keep
track of all of your insurance policies (homeowner’s/renter’s, health, life, auto, and
so on):
•

Store important details about all of your insurance policies so it is
always available in one place, including: the policy number, issuer
information, and coverage details.

•

Use the coverage information to determine if your belongings are
adequately insured.

•

If you need to le a claim, you have all the required details and proof
of possession and condition needed for your home and belongings.

•

Keep track of insurance claims, including any related damage details,
expenses, and documentation.

•

Attach important documents related to your policies.

•

Add notes, with optional dates, to your policies.

fi
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For Collectors
Under My Roof also helps you keep track of your collections by:
•

Grouping related items, such as records, stamps, or

gurines, into

collections.
•

Giving you special valuation options to value the collection as a
whole. For example, a complete collection of baseball cards for a
speci c team may be worth more than the sum of each of the cards
individually.

•

Keeping detailed notes about your collections.

•

Storing photos and receipts for your collections.

•

Storing relevant documents, such as letters of provenance and copies
of certi cates of authenticity.

For Moving
Moving to a new home can be exciting, but is rarely fun. Under My Roof can
make the process easier by helping you:
•

Find which box a speci c item is in.

•

View the contents of your moving boxes without having to open them.

•

Keep track of where each box is stored in your new home (useful for
those of us that never really nish unpacking).
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Getting Around In Under My Roof
Inventory Organization
Your inventory consists of one or more homes, a set of categories (used to
categorize items), conditions (used to rate each item’s condition), heirs (for estate
planning), and tags (for classifying items).
Items are associated with a home and each item represents one of your
belongings, such as a television or table. A home has unique locations (rooms) and
optional set of collections (representing groups of items that are a part of a
collection, such as vinyl records). Each item can be associated with a category,
condition, location, heir, and be a part of a collection. Items can also be assigned
multiple tags.
In most cases you will need only one inventory, which can be synced across all
of your iPhones, iPads, and Macs that are signed in with the your Apple ID. It will
either be an inventory you created or one that is shared with you by someone else.
The only situations where you would have more than one inventory is if you created
your own inventory in Under My Roof and someone else also shared their inventory
with you, or multiple people shared their inventories with you.
General Use Concepts
There are some basic concepts in using Under My Roof that apply throughout
the app. Clicking or tapping on things will usually show you more detailed
information. For example, clicking or tapping on a location will show you the list of
items in that location. Clicking or tapping on an item will show you the details for
that item.
Click or tapping on detail information usually lets you edit that information.
Continuing with the previous example, clicking or tapping on the description
section for an item will bring up a panel to edit that information for that item.
Many things in Under My Roof also have an alternate actions you can take by
either right clicking on them on the Mac (you can also hold down Control key while
clicking) or by tapping and holding on the iPhone and iPad. For example right
clicking or tapping and holding on a location gives you options to view and edit the
11

details of that location or delete the location. Right clicking or tapping and holding
on an item in the item list will give you options to duplicate the item, move it to
another home, mark the item as disposed, or delete the item.

Whenever you see this a box like this, it contains information the pertains
to the platforms shown in the top, left corner of the box.

Wherever you see a reference to right click on the Mac, you can also
perform this action by holding down the Control key on the keyboard
while clicking or using two ngers on your Mac’s trackpad to click.

In many cases, particularly with lists, swiping from right to left (swipe left)
on something will reveal some of the same options that are available by
tapping and holding.

fi
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The Home Navigator

At the center of Under My Roof is the Home Navigator. It is from here that you
can navigate through all of the information stored for a home and its contents. The
Home Navigator is split into three parts:
•

The Home Area displays the current home you are navigating and
provides quick access to details about the home.

•

The Browse Bar indicates how you are currently browsing the items
and other elements associated with your home (by location, collection,
category, etc).
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•

The Navigation List shows information relevant to what is selected in
the Browse Bar, such as a list of locations in the home.

A fourth area, accessible directly from the Home Navigator, is the Options Panel.
From here you can quickly switch homes, add a new home, import and export data,
and access settings and other features in Under My Roof.
The Home Area

The Home Area is at the top of the Home Navigator and displays the name of the
home you are navigating, along with a photo of your home. Tapping or clicking in
the Home Area will take you to the home’s Detail View where you can add, edit, and
view information about the home, including: the address and purchase information,
assessment history, notes, warranties, maintenance tasks, associated documents ( le
attachments), photos, receipts, repairs, and renovations.
The Browse Bar

The Browse Bar sits between the Home Area and Navigation List. Clicking or
tapping the Browse Bar lets you choose how you browse the items in the home’s
inventory: by category, collection, condition, heir, location, moving box, or tag. The
Browse Bar also lets you view any insurance policies you have in your inventory,
access reports, as well as the full list of items in the home and the list of items that
have been marked as disposed (given away, lost, sold, stolen, thrown away, etc).

fi
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The Navigation List
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Directly below the Browse Bar is the Navigation List. Its contents depend on
what has been selected in the Browse Bar. For example, if Locations is selected in the
Browse Bar, the Navigation List shows you all of the locations (usually rooms) in the
home. From here you can view the list of items in a particular location by tapping or
clicking on the location.

Tap and hold on a category, collection, condition, heir, location, moving
box, or tag in the Navigation List for options to edit, view, and/or delete it.

Right click (or hold down the Control key on your keyboard and click) on
a category, collection, condition, heir, location, moving box, or tag in the
Navigation List for options to edit, view, and/or delete it.

You can add a new category, collection, condition, heir, location, moving box,
or tag by tapping or clicking the + button at the bottom of the Navigation List.
The Options Panel
The nal element of the Home Navigator is the Options Panel. You can open the
options panel by tapping or clicking the
Home Area.
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button in the top, left corner of the

The Options Panel is divided into four sections: Homes, Item Fields, Inventory,
and Inventory Password.
In the Homes section you can quickly switch between different homes in your
inventory and add a new home to your inventory. From the Item Fields section you
can add your own custom item elds and modify the default eld layout for your
items.
The Inventory section offers a consolidated view of all upcoming scheduled
maintenance tasks in your inventory, go to the Inventory Manager where you can
switch between different inventories, import data into your inventory, export the
items in the currently selected home to a CSV le, ex dport the entire inventory to an
Under My Roof archive le, and share your inventory with others.
The Inventory Password section allows to add a password to your inventory and
change or remove the password if one is already set.
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At the bottom of the Options Panel, you can tap or click the
the Settings Panel for Under My Roof. Tap or click the
Under My Roof.
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button to open

button for help on using

Items
The Item List
When you tap or click on a category, collection, condition, heir, location,
moving box, or tag in the Navigation List, Under My Roof will show you the list of
associated items in the current home. If you select All Items from the Browse Bar, it
will show you all of the items in the home. Tapping or clicking on an item in the
item list will show the Detail View for that item (the Detail View will be covered in the
next chapter).
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Adding a New Item
There are two ways to add a new item to your inventory. To add an item
manually, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Item List.
Adding Items From Barcodes
You can also add a new item using its UPC, EAN, or ISBN barcode. Under My
Roof will try to

nd the information using an online product information service

and, if the product can be found, the Add Item Panel will be shown with the elds
automatically

lled out with the information returned for that item. This is a fast

way to add books, music, and other common items to your inventory.
To add an item using the camera on your iPhone or iPad to scan the barcode,
simply tap the

button. On the Mac, click the

button and then select Scan Using

Camera from the menu that appears.
Sometimes it may be dif cult for the camera to read a barcode, due to lighting,
camera quality, or the quality of the barcode itself. You can manually enter a barcode
by tapping and holding (iPhone or iPad) or clicking (Mac) the
selecting Manually Enter Barcode from the menu that appears.
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button and then

Deleting an Item

To delete an item on the iPhone or iPad, tap and hold on the item and then
select Delete from the context menu that appears. You can also swipe from
the right side of the item toward the left to reveal the delete option.

To delete an item on the Mac, right click (or hold down the Control key on
your keyboard and click) on item and select Delete from the context menu
that appears.
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Scanning Text Into Fields
For elds that accept text data, such as Name, Description, Notes, Contact, and so
on, you can use your device’s camera to scan the text directly into the eld instead of
typing.

To scan text directly into a eld on the iPhone or iPad, tap the
button
above the on-screen keyboard and then select Scan Text from the menu
that appears.

fi
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To scan text directly into the current eld on the Mac, click the
button
at the bottom of the data entry panel and then select Scan Text from the
menu that appears.

Item Values

There are two built-in elds that can be associated with an item’s value: Price
and Value, neither is required. The Price

eld re ects the amount paid when

purchasing the item. In most cases, this is all you will need. However, if an item’s
value is signi cantly different than the purchase price or there is no relevant price
(perhaps the item was a gift), you can use the Value eld to store this value of the
item.
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When calculating an item’s contribution to the value of your inventory, Under
My Roof will use whatever is in the Value eld, if present. If the value eld is empty,
it will use use whatever is in the Price eld. If both elds are empty, Under My Roof
will assume a value of zero for the item. Whichever number is used will then be
multiplied by the item’s quantity.
The exception to this rule is if the item is part of a collection and the collection’s
value method is Speci ed value only. In this case, the collection’s value contributes
to the total value of your inventory and not the individual items in that collection.
If you have had an item appraised, it is highly recommended that you set that
item’s Value eld to the value given in the appraisal, and also store a copy of the
appraisal as an attached le with the item, should it ever be needed for insurance
purposes or you ever wish to sell the item.
Selecting Multiple Items
You can select multiple items to perform an action on all of the items at once,
such as moving them to another home, changing how they are organization
(category, collection, location, etc.), or disposing or deleting the items.
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There are two ways to select multiple items on the Mac. The rst is to hold
down the Command key on the keyboard while clicking on the items you
want to select (Command + clicking on an item that is already selected will
deselect that item).
If you want to select a group of items that are all adjacent to each other in
the Item List, click on the rst item you wish to select. Next, while holding
down the Shift key on the keyboard, click on the last item in the group.
This will select rst and last items you clicked on, as well as all of the items
in between.
Once you’ve selected the items, you can choose one of the actions at the
bottom of the right pane of the window.
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To select more than one item at a time, tap the Select button at the top of
the Item List, on the right, then tap each of the items you wish to select.
Tapping on an item that is already selected will deselect that item.

Tap on the
button in the lower, right corner of the Item List to show the
actions you can take for the selected items.
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Item List Filtering and Sorting Options
You can apply a

lter to the Item List or change how the list is sorted and

displayed by tapping or clicking the

button at the bottom of the Item List to open

the Item List Options Panel.

Item List Filters
The Filter section shows the available lters that can be applied to the Item List.
When a lter is applied, only items that match the lter’s rules will be shown. Tap or
click on a lter to apply the lter to the Item List or (No Filter) to show the complete,
un ltered list.
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Tap or click New Filter… to create a new Item List lter. By default, the new
lter will have a single rule to only show items without receipts. You can tap or click
this rule to edit it.

Filters can have multiple rules. The Match All Rules option determines
whether or not all of the lter’s rules must be matched in order for an item to appear
in the Item List or if matching any of the rules is enough. Tap or click the

button

to add a new rule to the lter.
Click or tap on an existing rule to edit it. Tap and hold or right click on a rule to
delete the rule.
Give the lter a name and tap or click the Add button to create the new lter.
Editing and Deleting Filters
Tap and hold or right click on a lter in the Item List Options Panel to edit or
delete the lter.
Item List Presentation
The options under the Show section in the Item List Options Panel determine
how items are presented in the Item List. For example, items can be shown in the list
with a name and photo or by name only.
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Creating a New Filter

The options under the Sort By section in the Item Lists Options Panel determine
which property the Item List is sorted by (name, value, etc). The options in the Sort
Order section determine whether the items are sorted in Ascending order
(alphabetical, increasing in value, oldest to newest, etc.) or in Descending order
(reverse alphabetical, decreasing in value, newest to oldest, etc.).
Searching the Item List
Tap or click on the Search Box at the top of the Item List and enter your search
text to search the items in the list. The Item List will be ltered to only show items
with names that contain the text entered into the Search Box.
Tap or click the Text Fields button underneath the Search Box to search all text
elds for the items in the list instead of just the name.
Search By Barcode (Asset Tag)
Another way to search for items is by scanning an item’s barcode or QR code
using your device’s built-in camera. To do this, tap or click the

button to scan the

barcode. This will then search all of the items in the home and display any item with
a matching Asset Tag, Barcode, or ISBN eld in the item list.
Disposed Items
Disposed items are items that have been sold, thrown away, destroyed, stolen,
or otherwise removed from your inventory. To mark an item as disposed, right click
(or Control + click) on the item on the Mac or tap and hold on the item on the iPhone
and iPad. Next, select Dispose from the context menu that appears. You can then
select when and how the item was disposed of (sold, lost, given away, etc.) and any
other relevant details you wish to record (for example, how much it was sold for).
When you delete an item, it is automatically marked as disposed and the
method (How) set to Deleted.

fi
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Sorting the Item List

Viewing the Disposed Items List
You can view all of the disposed items for the current home by tapping or
clicking on the Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Disposed Items.
Disposed Items List Viewing Options
Tap or click the

button at the bottom to change the order disposed items are

shown in the Disposed Items List. By default, disposed items are ordered by the date
they were disposed, from newest to oldest.
Restoring a Disposed Item to Your Inventory
To restore a disposed item back to your normal inventory, making it no longer
marked as disposed, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the item
and select Restore from the context menu that appears. You may also swipe left on
the item on the iPhone and iPad to access the Restore option.
Permanently Deleting Disposed Items
Tap or click the

button at the bottom of the Disposed Items List to

permanently delete any items that have Deleted set as how they were disposed.
Disposed items that were marked as sold, gifted, lost, or with any other method
besides Deleted will not be removed.
To permanently remove a disposed item from your inventory, regardless of
how it was disposed of, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
item and selected Delete from the context menu that appears. You may also swipe
left on the item on the iPhone and iPad to access the Delete option.
Be careful when permanently deleting items as this action cannot be undone.
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Quick Entry Mode
Quick Entry Mode is a special item entry mode designed to rapidly add items to
your inventory without getting bogged down in the details. You can add additional
information, such as receipts and descriptions later. Quick Entry Mode is only
available on the iPhone and iPad versions of Under My Roof.
Entering Quick Entry Mode
To enter Quick Entry Mode, tap and hold the + button at the bottom of the Item
List on your iPhone or iPad and select Quick Entry Mode from the menu:

This will show you a view from the camera on your iPhone or iPad:
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Adding an Item in Quick Entry Mode
To add an item in Quick Entry Mode, tap the

button to take a photo of the

item in the camera’s view. This will bring up Quick Entry Mode’s simpli ed New
Item Panel:

fi
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Give the item a name and tap the Add button to add the item to your
inventory. You can also select the relevant category, condition, collection, and
location, if you so choose. Quick Entry Mode will carryover these settings from the
previously added item. You will then be returned to the camera view in Quick Entry
Mode to add another item.
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Barcode Scanning and Object Recognition
You can also add items in Quick Entry Mode by scanning their UPC or EAN
barcodes. Just point the camera at an item’s barcode and Under My Roof will lookup
the item’s information online.
Quick Entry Mode can use machine learning to recognize 1,000 different types of
objects. A photo is automatically taken when an object in the camera’s view is
recognized and the New Item Panel is displayed with the name eld lled out for the
recognized object type.
You can turn barcode and object recognition on or off by tapping the

button

in the upper right corner of the camera view. By default, barcode recognition is
enabled, but object recognition is disabled.
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Detail View
The Detail View is where you can view and manage information regarding a
speci c home, item, collection, location, policy, or other key element in your
inventory.

The Detail View may have multiple sections that show you different pieces of
information pertaining to the thing you are viewing. For example, a home will have
Detail, Photos, Receipts, Repairs, and Changes sections. There will always be a Detail
Section.

The tab bar at the bottom of the Detail View shows you which section is
currently selected. Tap on the tab for a given section to switch to that
section.

fi
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The bar at the top of the Detail View shows you which section is currently
selected. Click on the name for a given section to switch to that section.

Viewing Home Details
Click or tap the Home Area and the top of the Home Navigator to show the Detail
View for the home.
Viewing Item Details
Click or tap an item in the Item List to show the Detail View for that item.
Viewing Collection, Heir, Location, Moving Box, and Policy Details
Right click (Mac) or tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) on a collection, heir,
location, or moving box and select View from the context menu that appears to
show its Detail View.
Viewing Policy Details
Tap or click on the policy in the Policy List to view the details for that policy.
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The Detail Section

The Detail Section is the primary section of the Detail View. It is divided in one
or more subsections.

37

Main Subsection

The Main Subsection is always the rst subsection of the Detail View. It contains
the description of whatever it is you are viewing. For an item, this would include the
item’s name and any relevant elds for that item. For a home, it might be the home’s
address, purchase date, price, and default currency type, among other information.
Tap or click on the text in this section to edit it. You can also right click (Mac)
or tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) in this area to access the option to delete whatever
you are viewing.
Assessment History Subsection

The Assessment History Subsection is only shown in the Detail View for a home.
Here, you can keep a history of your home’s land and structure values, along with

fi
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the date of each assessment. Tap or click the

button on the right side the

Assessment History Subsection’s title bar to add a new assessment entry to the home.
Notes Subsection

Use the Notes Subsection to keep notes regarding the home, item, collection,
moving box, or policy. Each note may also have an optional date. Tap or click the
button the right side the Notes Subsection’s title bar to add a new note.
Warranties Subsection

You can add any warranty information that pertains to an item or home in the
Warranties Subsection. Under My Roof is capable of storing multiple warranties for
each home or item and supports a variety of different warranty types and duration
options. Tap or click the

button the right side the Warranties Subsection’s title bar

to add a new warranty.
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Maintenance Tasks Subsection

You can create a schedule of recurring maintenance tasks for homes, items,
collections, and locations in the Maintenance Tasks Subsection. Tap or click the
button on the right side the Maintenance Tasks Subsection’s title bar to add a new
maintenance task.
To check off maintenance task, tap or click the

icon on the left side of the

task entry. Maintenance schedules are covered in detail in the Repairs and
Maintenance chapter.
Attached Files Subsection

Use the Attached Files Subsection to store important les and documents for a
home, item, collection, or location. These could be anything from a land platt or
appraisal for a home to a manual for an item to a oor plan for a location. Pretty
much any kind of le you wish to store.
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As with the other subsections, tap or click the

button on the right side the

Attached Files Subsection’s title bar to attach a new

le. On the Mac, you will be

shown a le browser where you can select the le to attach. On the iPhone and iPad,
you can choose to attach an existing

le on your device or scan a document and

attach it as a PDF using the built-in camera.
Tap or click on a le attachment to see options to save, share, or edit the le. If
the attached le is an image, text le, or PDF le, you will also see an option to view
the le within Under My Roof.
Editing Information in a Subsection
To edit information in a subsection, simply tap or click on the particular
assessment entry, note, warranty, maintenance task, or attached le you wish to edit.
To edit the Main Subsection, tap or click on any of the text. Tapping or clicking
on a photo in the Main Subsection will take you to the Photos Section.
Deleting Information in a Subsection
To delete an entry in a subsection, simply right click (Mac) or tap and hold
(iPhone and iPad) on the entry to access the Delete option. On the iPhone or iPad,
you can also swipe from right to left on the entry to reveal the Delete option.
Deleting the Main Subsection will delete the entire location, home, or whatever
is represented in the Detail View, including all of its subsection entries, photos,
receipts, repairs, and changes.
Deleting an item will not actually delete the item and its related information,
but instead move the item to the Disposed Item List and mark it as deleted.
When deleting a home, this will delete the entire home and all associated
items, locations, and collections. So, please make sure you actually want to delete the
home before con rming the delete operation as this cannot be undone.
The Photos Section
The Photos Section is where you can add, view, edit, and delete photos for the
item, home, location, collection, heir, repair/maintenance entry, change
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(modi cation or renovation) entry, or claim damage entry shown in the Detail View.
See the Photos and Receipts chapter for more information.
The Receipts Section
The Receipts Section is where you can add, view, edit, and delete receipts for the
item, home, location, collection, repair/maintenance entry, change (modi cation or
renovation) entry, or claim expense entry shown in the Detail View. See the Photos
and Receipts chapter for more information.
The Repairs Section
The Repairs Section is used to keep track of the repair and maintenance history
for an item, location, collection, or home. See the Repairs and Maintenance chapter
for more information.
The Changes Section
The Changes Section is used to keep track of any modi cations or renovations
that were made to an item, home, location, or collection. See the Modi cations and
Renovations chapter for more information.
Printing, Saving, and Sharing
Click or tap the

button in the top, left corner of the Detail View to print, save

to a le, or share (via text, email, etc.) what is currently being shown.
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Photos and Receipts
The Photos Section and Receipts Section are where you manage the photos or
receipts, respectively, for what is being shown in the Detail View. Items, homes,
collections, locations, heirs, repairs/maintenance entries, change entries
(modi cations and renovations), and claim damage entries can all have photos.
Receipts can be attached to items, homes, collections, locations, maintenance entries,
change entries (modi cations and renovations), and claim expense entries.

Tap the
in the bar at the bottom of the Detail View to switch to the
Photos Section and the
icon to switch to the Receipts Section.
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In most cases, you will need to click the Photos button in the bar at the top
of the Detail View to switch to the Photos Section or the Receipts button to
switch to the Receipt Section.
For repair/modi cation, change, claim damage, and claim expense entries,
click the
at the bottom of the panel for the entry to switch to the Photos
Section or
to switch to the Receipts Section, where applicable.

Adding Photos and Receipts
You can add a new photo or receipt from your device’s camera, a

le, your

photo library, the pasteboard, or via drag and drop.

Using the Camera
To add a new photo or receipt using your device’s camera, click or tap the +
button in the upper, right corner and select From Camera from the context menu
that appears. Under My Roof must have permission to use your device’s camera in
order to use this option.
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From a File
To add a photo or receipt from a le, click or tap the + button in the upper,
right corner and select From Files from the context menu that appears. This will
bring up a le browser you can use to select the les your wish to add.
Photos and receipts can be image les, such as PNG or JPEG. You can also add
receipts from PDF les and text les (.txt and .rtf).
From Your Photo Library
To add a photo or receipt from your photo library, click or tap the + button in
the upper, right corner and select From Photo Library from the context menu that
appears. Under My Roof must have permission to access your photo library in order
to use this option.
From the Pasteboard
You can copy an image to the pasteboard from another application by selecting
the image in that application and pressing the Command and C keys on the
keyboard or, on the iPhone and iPad, tapping and holding on the image and
selecting Copy from the context menu that appears. You can then add the copied
image as a photo or receipt in Under My Roof by clicking or tapping the + button in
the upper, right corner and selecting From Copied Image(s) from the context menu
that appears. You can also add receipts from text copied to the pasteboard by
selecting the From Copied Text option from the context menu.
Deleting Photos and Receipts
To delete a photo or receipt, simply right click or tap and hold on it and select
Delete from the context menu that appears. You can also tap or click the
in the top, left corner and select the Delete Photo or Delete Receipt option.
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button

Editing Photos & Image Receipts
You can rotate, crop and change the label for a photo or image-based receipt by
right clicking or tapping and holding on the image and selecting Edit from the
context menu.

Tap or click the
image, tap or click the

button to rotate the image by 90° to the right. To crop the
button. Drag the edges of the Crop Rectangle to set the area

you wish to crop the image to. Once you apply your changes, only the area of the
image inside of the Crop Rectangle will be kept.
Tap the Done button on iPhone and iPad or click the Ok button on the Mac to
apply your changes. Image editing is not available for PDF and text-based receipts,
but you can use the Edit option to change the label displayed for the receipt.
Switching Between Photos and Receipts
Under My Roof supports multiple photos and receipts. If an item, home, etc.
has more than one photo or receipt, thumbnail images for all of its associated photos
or receipts appear across the bottom of the view. Tap or click on a the thumbnail
image to select the photo or receipt.
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Reordering Photos and Receipts
To change the position of a photo or receipt, simply tap and hold (iPhone and
iPad) or click and hold (Mac) on its thumbnail and drag it to the location in the list of
thumbnails you wish to move it and then lift your nger off the screen (iPhone and
iPad) or release the mouse button (Mac).
Image Sizes
By default, Under My Roof scales and compresses photos and image-based
receipts so they take up less space. You can adjust these settings in the Settings/
Preferences Panel.

To open the Settings Panel on the iPhone and iPad, tap the
button in the
upper, left corner of the Home Area in the Home Navigator to open the
Options Panel. Next, tap the
button in the lower, left corner of the
Options Panel.

To open the Preferences Panel on the Mac, select Preferences… from the
Under My Roof menu in the menu bar at the top of your screen (click on
the Under My Roof window if the Under My Roof menu is not present in
the menu bar).

The storage options for photos and receipts are in the Photos & Receipts section
of the Settings/Preferences Panel.
Max Photo Size and Max Receipt Size determine the maximum width and height
(in pixels) of a photo or receipt, respectively before it will be proportional scaled
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Actual Size, in-which case no downscaling occurs.
Photo Quality and Receipt Quality determine the level of image compression
used for photos and image-based receipts, respectively. Higher quality images have
more image delity, but can take up signi cantly more storage space. Lower image
quality uses less storage, but can result in visible artifacts, blurriness, and make text
in the images dif cult to read.
In most cases, the default maximum image sizes and quality settings should be
ne. Large sizes at High or Maximum quality can result in a tremendously large
database that is slow to sync and may affect the performance of Under My Roof on
older or slower systems.
Changes to these options only affect new photos and image-based receipts
added to Under My Roof. They do not apply to photos and receipts that are already
stored in Under My Roof. They also do not affect any image
Attached Files Subsection.
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down to t within the maximum size. Either or both of these options can be set to

les added to the

Repairs and Maintenance
Under My Roof can keep track of repairs and maintenance of your items,
home, locations, and collections. Using this feature, you will have records of the type
of work that was done, when it was performed, the cost, who did the work (if done
by a third party), and any relevant warranty information, documents, photos, and
receipts. You can even keep a records for the parts and supplies used and the
associated costs with each repair or maintenance entry if you would like.
While keeping track of every minor repair or maintenance work is tedious and
likely unnecessary, it can be extremely helpful to have this information on hand for
more important work. For example, some automobile warranties require regular oil
changes. You may also want to refer back to particular contractor for a future project
or lookup the warranty information on a replaced air conditioning unit that failed
after a short period of time.
You can even setup maintenance schedules for homes, items, locations, and
collections in Under My Roof for regular maintenance tasks.
The Repairs Section
The Repairs Section shows a list of all repair and maintenance entries for the
select item, home, location, or collection, along with the cost of each and the
combined total cost. Tap or click on any entry to view its details.
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Tap the
in the bar at the bottom of the Detail View to switch to the
Repairs Section.

Click the Repairs button in the bar at the top of the Detail View to switch to
the Repairs Section.

Adding a New Repair or Maintenance Entry
Tap or click the + button in the upper, right corner to add a new repair or
maintenance entry. Select the type of work (Repair or Maintenance), enter what was
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repaired or the type of maintenance work performed, the date the work was started
or performed, and other relevant information, such as price, contractor information,
and description, then tap or click the Add button to add the new entry.

Under My Roof will show the newly created repair or maintenance entry in its
own Detail View immediately after it is created. From here, you can add additional
information and edit the entry.
Notes, Warranties, and Attached Files
Adding notes, warranty information, and

le attachments to a repair or

maintenance entry works just as it does in any other Detail View, such as for an item.
Refer to the Detail View chapter of this manual for more information.
Parts and Supplies
You can add any parts, supplies, and other components you wish to keep track
of in the Parts & Supplies Subsection. Tap or click the

button on the right side of

the Parts & Supplies Subsection’s title bar to add a new part/supply entry. Fill in the
name, add any purchase or cost information you wish to keep track of, and choose
whether or not the cost is added to the total cost of the repair or maintenance work.
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If you choose Yes for the Add to Cost eld, the price, multiplied by the quantity, will
be added to the total cost of the repair or maintenance when it is shown in the
Repairs Section.
Photos and Receipts
Each repair and maintenance entry has its own Photos Section and Receipt
Section where you can add, you guessed it, photos and receipts. Refer to the Photos
and Receipts chapter for more information.
Editing and Deleting Entries
Editing an Existing Repair or Maintenance Entry
Tap on a repair or maintenance entry in the Repairs Section to view it in a Detail
View. Refer to Editing Information in a Subsection in the Detail View chapter and the
Photos and Receipts chapter for more information.
Deleting a Repair or Maintenance Entry
To delete a repair or maintenance entry, simply tap and hold (iPhone and iPad)
or right click (Mac) on the entry in the Repairs Section and select Delete from the
context menu that appears.
Maintenance Tasks
It is not unusual to have a number of maintenance tasks in and around your
home that need to be performed on a regular schedule, such as changing batteries in
the smoke detectors every six months or an annual emissions inspection for your car.
You can add these types of tasks to the Maintenance Tasks Subsection of the Detail View
for any item, home, location, or collection.
Under My Roof can alert you when a particular task is due. When you mark a
task as completed or skipped a maintenance entry is created in the Repairs Section.
Under My Roof will also calculate the date for the next occurrence.
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Adding a Task
Tap or click the

button the right side the Maintenance Tasks Subsection’s title

bar to add a new maintenance task. Give the task a name, choose the date for the
next occurrence, and the interval at which it repeats.
Checking Off or Skipping a Task
To mark a task as completed or skipped, tap or click the

icon to the left of

the task. This will bring up the Completed Maintenance Panel.
If you wish to mark the task as being skipped for this occurrence, select the
Skipped eld and choose Yes. Otherwise, you can change the date if you completed
the task on a date other than the scheduled date, and optionally enter any contractor
and pricing information.
This will create a new entry for the task in the Repairs Section and the due date
for the task in the Maintenance Tasks Subsection will be updated to the next
occurrence, based on the original due date and repetition settings.
Undoing a Previously Completed or Skipped Task
If you accidentally mark an occurrence of a task as completed or skipped, you
can undo this by tapping and holding (iPhone and iPad) or right clicking (Mac) on
the task in the Maintenance Tasks Subsection and selecting Undo from the context
menu that appears.
Editing and Deleting Tasks
Tap or click on a task in the Maintenance Tasks Subsection to edit the task. To
delete a task, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on it and choose
Delete from the context menu that appears.
Viewing All Upcoming Maintenance Tasks
You can view all of the upcoming maintenance tasks for all of the homes, items
locations, and collections in your inventory by tapping or clicking the
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button in

the upper, left corner of the Home Area in the Home Navigator and selecting
Maintenance Schedule. You can also mark any of these tasks as completed or
skipped, just as you would in the Maintenance Tasks Subsection.

Maintenance Task Noti cations
Under My Roof can notify you when maintenance tasks are due. To con gure
when these noti cations are sent, tap or click the

button in the upper, left corner

of the Home Area in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel, then tap or click
the

button in the lower, left corner to open the Settings Panel.
Use the Maintenance Task Noti cations setting to enable or disable noti cations

for maintenance tasks. You can change the time of day maintenance tasks are shown
by clicking or tapping the Noti cation Time setting. Maintenance task noti cations are
shown for each task on the day it is due.
You must have noti cations enabled for Under My Roof in the Settings app
(iOS and iPad) or System Preferences (Mac) to use this feature.
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Modi cations and Renovations
Under My Roof can keep track of modi cations and renovations to your home,
items, locations, and collections. Using this feature, you will have detailed records of
the changes that were made, when they were made, the cost, who did the work (if
done by a third party), along with relevant warranty information, documents,
photos, and receipts. You can even keep a detailed record of the parts and supplies
used and the associated costs with each entry.

The Changes Section
Like the Repairs Section, the Changes Section shows you a list of all the
modi cations and renovations, with costs, for the selected item, home, location, or
collection. Tap or click on any entry to view its details.
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Tap the
in the bar at the bottom of the Detail View to switch to the
Changes Section.

Click the Changes button in the bar at the top of the Detail View to switch
to the Changes Section.

Adding a New Entry
Tap or click the + button in the upper, right corner to add a new entry for a
modi cation or renovation. Give the entry a name, enter the date the work was
started, and other relevant information, such as the price, contractor information,
and description, then tap or click the Add button to add the new entry.
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Under My Roof will show the newly created entry in its own Detail View
immediately after it is created. From here, you can add additional information and
edit the entry.
Notes, Warranties, and Attached Files
Adding notes, warranty information, and

le attachments to a change entry

works just as it does in any other Detail View. Refer to the Detail View chapter of this
manual for more information.
Parts and Supplies
You can add any parts, supplies, and other components you wish to keep track
of in the Parts & Supplies Subsection. Tap or click the

button on the right side of

the Parts & Supplies Subsection’s title bar to add a new entry. Fill in the name, add any
purchase or cost information you wish to keep track of, and choose whether or not
the cost of the part or supply is added to the total cost. If you choose Yes for the Add
to Cost eld, the price, multiplied by the quantity, will be added to the total cost of
the modi cation or renovation when it is shown in the Changes Section.
Photos and Receipts
Each change entry has its own Photos Section and Receipt Section where you can
add photos and receipts related to the modi cation or renovation. Refer to the
Photos and Receipts chapter for more information.
Editing and Deleting Entries
Editing an Existing Change Entry
Click or tap on a change entry in the Changes Section to view its details in a
Detail View. Refer to Editing Information in a Subsection in the Detail View chapter
and the Photos and Receipts chapter for more information on editing information in
the Detail View.
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Deleting a Change Entry
To delete a change entry, simply tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click
(Mac) on the entry in the Changes Section and select Delete from the context menu
that appears.
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Categories
Categories offer a way to classify broadly related items in your inventory, such
as appliances and furniture. Each category may also have its own (optional)

eld

layout that determines which elds are present and the order they appear for items
belonging to that category. For example, items belonging to a category called Books
might have elds for the author and publisher.
Navigating by Category
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by category, tap or click the
Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Categories. This will show you all of the
categories in your inventory. Tap or click on a category to view the items that belong
to that category.
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Categories exist at the inventory level in Under My Roof, meaning that the
category list is the same across all of these homes in your inventory. However, when
browsing the Item List by category, you will only see the items for the selected
category in the current home.
You can choose an item’s category when you add the item to your inventory or
change its category by editing the item. An item can only belong to a single category
or not belong to any category if (uncategorized) is selected for the Category eld.
Adding a New Category
To add a new category, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Category
List and enter the name for the new category.
Sub-Categories
Categories can have sub-categories. For example, a category called Furniture
may have the sub-categories of Chairs, Tables, and Desks. This is useful for re ning
the organization of your inventory. To make a category a sub-category, select its
parent category in the Sub-Category Of eld when adding or editing the category.
Newly created sub-categories take on the eld layout of their parent category.
Unless a sub-category is explicitly given its own eld layout, any changes to a parent
category’s eld layout will also apply to its sub-categories.
Category Field Layouts
Each category may have a eld layout that determines the type and order of
information ( elds) available for items belonging to that category. For example, an
item in the Books category may have the

elds Name (Title), Author, Publisher,

Purchase Date, and Purchase Price. The eld layout for the Electronics category may
be similar, but instead of Author and Publisher, might have Serial Number and
Model.
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You can change the

eld layout for a category when adding or editing that

category. Newly created categories do not have their own eld layouts by default,
but instead use the Default Field Layout for the inventory.
Field layouts are discussed in detail in the Field Layouts and Custom Fields
chapter.
Editing a Category
To edit a category, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
category in the Category List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Deleting a Category
To delete a category, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
category in the Category List and select Delete from the context menu that appears.
Any items belonging to the deleted category will be moved to (uncategorized).
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Collections
Collections offer a way of grouping items of the same type, such as baseball
cards, stamps, or shoes. Collections offer additional valuation options for their
associated items beyond the total value of the individual items. They also can have a
default heir, category, and location that is used for newly created items in a
collection, as well as have their own photos, receipts, notes, maintenance tasks, le
attachments, and repair and change histories.
As with categories, a given item can only be a member of a single collection.
Depending on what you are inventorying and how you prefer to organize your
items, it is likely that most of your items will not need to be a part of a collection.
Items that are not a part of a collection will have their Collection

eld set to

(uncollected).
Note: Unlike categories, collections are unique to each home. This is because
collections can have their own valuations and property insurance is often associated
with a speci c home.
Navigating by Collection
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by collection, tap or click the
Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Collections. This will show you all of the
collections in the current home. Tap or click on a collection to view the items that
belong to that collection.
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You can choose an item’s collection when you add the item to your inventory
or change its collection by editing the item. An item can only belong to a single
collection or no collection at all, if (uncollected) is selected for its collection.
Adding a New Collection
To add a new collection, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Collection
List and enter the name for the collection. You can also enter purchase information if
you purchased or acquired the collection all at once from a single source, along with
the valuation method and default category, location, and heir for the collection.
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The Collection Valuation Method determines how the collection is valued in your
inventory. By default, the method is Sum of collection item values, which is simply
the sum of the items in the collection. Another valuation method is Speci ed value
only, which is amount in the Value eld for the collection (or Price eld if the Value
eld is empty). The Speci ed value plus item sum valuation method is a
combination of the other two, which adds the total value of the individual items in
the collection to the amount in the Value eld for the collection.
Category, Location, and Heir
The Category, Location, and Heir elds for a collection specify the default values
of Category, Location, and Heir elds for new items that are added to the collection
from that collection’s Item List. These can be changed in the Add/Edit Item Panel.
Editing a Collection
To edit a collection, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
collection in the Collection List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Deleting a Collection
To delete a collection, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on
the collection in the Collection List and select Delete from the context menu that
appears. Any items belonging to the deleted collection will be moved to
(uncollected).
Viewing Collection Details
You can see the full details for a collection in a Detail View by tapping and
holding (iPhone and iPad) or right clicking (Mac) on the collection in the Collection
List and selecting View from the context menu that appears. From here you can view
and edit all of the information associated with that collection, including the
maintenance schedule, notes, le attachments, photos, receipts, repairs, and changes.
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Collection Valuation Method

Conditions
An item’s condition is essentially a rating of its physical state. For example, an
item in excellent condition might be in pristine shape, with no damage or visible
wear. An item in poor condition may be damaged or show very heavy wear. You can
create your own list of conditions to assign to your items that

t your particular

needs, or stay with the defaults.
Navigating By Condition
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by condition, tap or click the
Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Conditions. This will show you all of the
available conditions you have de ned in your inventory. Tap or click on a condition
to view the items that are set to that condition in the current home.
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condition list is the same across all of these homes in your inventory. However,
when browsing the item list by condition, you will only see the items for the selected
condition in the current home.
You can choose an item’s condition when you add the item to your inventory
or change its condition by editing the item. An item can only have a single condition
or no condition, if (unspeci ed) is selected for its collection.
Adding a New Condition
To add a new collection, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Condition
List and enter the name for the new condition.
Editing a Condition
To edit a condition, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
condition in the Condition List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Reordering Conditions
You can change the order conditions are shown in the Condition List. This will
also be the order conditions are presented when selecting an item’s condition. This is
useful, for example, if you wish to have your conditions ordered from best to worst.
To change the order of the conditions, tap or click the

button at the bottom

of the Condition List to enter reorder mode. Tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or click
and hold (Mac) on the condition you wish to move and then drag it to its new
position in the list and release. Tap or click the

button again when you are

nished reordering your conditions to exit reorder mode.
Deleting a Condition
To delete a condition, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on
the condition in the Condition List and select Delete from the context menu that
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Conditions exist at the inventory level in Under My Roof, meaning that the

appears. Any items belonging to the deleted condition will be moved to
(unspeci ed).
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Locations (Rooms)
Locations are usually just rooms in a home. They can also be other places in
and around your home, such as the front yard, crawl space, or patio. You can create
whatever locations you need for a home in Under My Roof.
Each location can have its own photos, receipts, maintenance tasks, notes, le
attachments, and repair and change histories.
Navigating by Location
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by location, tap or click the
Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Locations. This will show you all of the
locations de ned for your home. Tap or click on a location to view the items in that
location.
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You can choose an item’s location when you add the item to your inventory or
change its location by editing the item. An item can only belong to a single location
or its location can be set to (unspeci ed).
Adding a New Location
To add a new location, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Location
List and enter the name for the new location. You may also include the area (square
footage or meters) and a description for the location, if you would like.
Sub-Locations
Locations can have sub-locations. One obvious sub-location might be a closet
in a room. That closet may in turn have a safe in it. To make a location a sublocation, select the parent location in the Sub-Location Of

eld when adding or

editing the location.
Editing a Location
To edit a location, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
location in the Location List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Deleting a Location
To delete a location, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
location in the Location List and select Delete from the context menu that appears.
Any items in the deleted location will be moved to (unspeci ed).
Location Details
You can see the full details for a location in a Detail View by tapping and
holding (iPhone and iPad) or right clicking (Mac) on the location in the Location List
and selecting View from the context menu that appears. From here you can view
and edit all of the information associated with that location, including the
maintenance schedule, notes, le attachments, photos, receipts, repairs, and changes.
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Tags
Tags offer yet another organization method for your items Unlike categories,
collections, conditions, and locations, items can be associated with more than one
tag. You can have as many tags as you like and each tag has a name and color to
help with differentiation.
Navigating by Tag
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by tag, tap or click the Browse
Bar in the Home Navigator and select Tags. This will show you all of the tags de ned
in your inventory. Tap or click on a tag to view the items in the current home that are
associated with that tag.
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Tags exist at the inventory level in Under My Roof. Each tag you de ne is
available for use for all items in your inventory, regardless of the home the item is
associated with. However, when browsing the item list by tag, you will only see the
items for the selected tag that are in the current home.
You can edit an item’s tag list when you add the item to your inventory or by
editing the item. Items can have more than one tag, but there is no requirement for a
given item to have any tags.
Adding a New Tag
To add a new tag, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Tag List and
enter the name for the new tag and select its color.
Editing a Tag
To edit a tag, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the tag in
the Tag List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Deleting a Tag
To delete a tag, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the tag
in the Tag List and select Delete from the context menu that appears. Deleting a tag
will not affect any item associated with that tag beyond removing the deleted tag
from your inventory and any associated item’s tag list.
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Heirs
You can make use of heirs in Under My Roof to help you with your estate
planning. Once you create heirs and assign them to your items, you can generate a
report with this information that can be used in drafting your estate plan.
Navigating by Heir
To navigate the items in your home’s inventory by heir, tap or click the Browse
Bar in the Home Navigator and select Heirs. This will show you all of the heirs
de ned in your inventory. Tap or click on an heir to view the items in the current
home that are assigned to that heir.
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Heirs exist at the inventory level in Under My Roof, meaning that every heir
you de ne is available for use for all items in your inventory, regardless of the home
the item is associated with. However, when browsing the item list by heir, you will
only see the items for the selected heir that are in the current home.
Adding a New Heir
To add a new heir, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Heir List and
enter the name and contact information for the heir.
Editing an Heir
To edit an heir, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the heir
in the Heir List and select Edit from the context menu that appears.
Deleting an Heir
To delete an heir, tap and hold (iPhone and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the
heir in the Heir List and select Delete from the context menu that appears. Deleting
an heir will result in any items assigned to that heir to have no heir.
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Field Layouts and Custom Fields
Field Layouts
One of the more useful features in Under My Roof is the ability to de ne which
item

elds are available for an item based on the item’s category. You can add a

custom

eld layout for any category in Under My Roof and some of the default

categories that are created when you create a new inventory, such as Books, already
have eld layouts speci c for those categories. Items associated with categories that
do not have a category-speci c layout use the default eld layout.

To change the default eld layout, click the

button at the top of the Home

Navigator to open the Options Panel and select Default Field Layout from the Item
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Fields section. This will bring up the Field Layout Panel for the default item

eld

layout.
Reordering Fields in a Layout
To change the order of a eld in the layout, tap and hold on the

icon on the

right side of the eld (iPhone and iPad) or click and hold on the eld itself (Mac).
Next, drag the eld to where you wish for it to appear in the layout and then release.
Removing Fields from a Layout
Tap or click the

button to the left of a eld to remove that eld from the

layout.
Adding Fields to a Layout
You can add elds to a layout from the Field Layout Panel by bringing up the
Add Fields Panel.

To add a eld to a eld layout on the iPhone and iPad, tap the Add button
in the upper, right corner of the Field Layout Panel. Select the elds you
wish to add by tapping them (you can deselect any selected eld by
tapping on it again) and then tap Done to add them to your layout.

To add a eld to a eld layout on the Mac, click the Add Fields button at
the bottom of the Field Layout Panel. Select the eld(s) you with to add. You
can select multiple elds by using Command + Click and Shift + Click.
Click the Ok button to add the selected elds to your layout.
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Category Speci c Field Layouts
You can give a category its own

eld layout, which will be used by items

belonging to that category. Uncategorized items and items that belong to a category
without its own eld layout will use the default eld layout.
To manage the eld layout for a speci c category, switch to the Category List by
clicking or tapping the Browse Bar and selecting Categories. Tap and hold (iPhone
and iPad) or right click (Mac) on the category you wish to modify the layout eld
layout for and select Edit from the popup menu that appears.

Tap or click the Field Layout section in the Edit Category panel (or Add Panel, if
you are adding a new category) to edit the

eld layout for that category. If the

category already has its own layout, that layout will be represented in the Field
Layout section, otherwise it will simply say Default Field Layout.
If you wish to revert back to using the default eld layout for a category with a
custom layout, simply click or tap the Use Default Layout button beneath the
custom layout in the Field Layout section.
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Custom Fields
Under My Roof has a number of standard

elds that you can use in your

layouts. Custom elds are used to capture information beyond what is offered via
the standard elds. You can de ne as many custom elds as you want and use up to
50 custom elds in any given eld layout.
Custom Field Types
Every custom eld has a name and a type. The name is simply the label that is
displayed for that eld. The type tells Under My Roof what type of data you wish to
store in the eld. Under My Roof supports the following custom eld types:
•

Contact

elds are used for entering contact information. Contact

information can be entered manually or you can tap or click the
button in the Add/Update Item Panel to automatically ll in the eld
with an entry from the Contacts app.
•

Date elds store date information. A date can be a full date, such as
May 21, 2008, a month and year (May 2008), or simply a year (2008).

•

Multi-Line Text elds are used for elds where you may wish to have
multiple lines of text, separated with the Return key.

•

Number

elds are used for storing numbers. They can be integer

numbers, such as 3, 400, or 0. Number

elds can also store real

numbers, such as 1.47.
•

Option List

elds present a list of values that you can chose from.

Enter the possible options in the Field Options section when adding or
editing a custom eld, with each option on its own line.
•

Price elds store monetary values. You will also be able to choose the
currency type when entering data into a eld of this type in the Add/
Edit Item Panel.

•

Rating elds let you choose a star rating from 1 to 5 stars.

•

Text elds are used for entering text. For text elds where you may
want multiple lines separated by a Return character, use the MultiLine Text eld type.
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You can create a new custom eld in one of two ways. The rst method is to
open the Custom Fields Panel by tapping or clicking the

button to open the

Options Panel and then tapping or clicking Custom Fields. Next, tap the + button in
the top, right corner (iPhone and iPad) or click the New Field button at the bottom
(Mac). Once you’ve create a custom eld, it can be added to a eld layout.
The second method involves adding a custom

eld directly from the Field

Layout Panel for either a category eld layout or the default eld layout. To do this,
click the + button (iPhone and iPad) or Add Fields button Mac in the Field Layout
Panel, as you would if adding an existing eld. This will bring up the Add Field Panel.
Click the New Field button (Mac) or tap the New button (iPhone and iPad) to add a
new custom eld. The newly added eld will then be automatically selected in the
Add Field Panel, making it easy to add to the eld layout you are currently editing.
Editing a Custom Field
To edit a custom eld, open the Custom Fields Panel by tapping or clicking the
button to open the Options Panel and then tapping or clicking Custom Fields.

In the Custom Fields Panel, tap on the custom eld you wish to edit.

Click on the custom eld in the Custom Fields Panel to select the eld. Next,
click the
button at the bottom of the panel to edit the selected custom
eld.
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Adding a Custom Field

eld but not its type. For

Option List elds, you can edit the list of available options and change the default
option.
Deleting a Custom Field
To delete a custom eld, open the Custom Fields Panel by tapping or clicking the
button to open the Options Panel and then tapping or clicking Custom Fields.

In the Custom Fields Panel, swipe from right to left on the custom eld you
wish to remove and then tap the Delete button.

Click on the custom eld in the Custom Fields Panel to select the eld. Next,
click the
button at the bottom of the panel to delete the selected custom
eld.

Deleting a custom eld will remove the eld from all eld layouts.
Blank Lines, Dividers, and Headers
Blank lines, dividers, and headers are special eld types you can add to more
complex item eld layouts to make the information easier to digest.
Blank lines and dividers are standard eld types and have the eld names of
(Blank Line) and (Divider), respectively. A blank line adds additional vertical space
between the

eld between the

elds that precede and follow the blank line. A

divider is similar to a blank line, but also draws a horizontal line between the
preceding and following elds. You can add as many blank lines and dividers as you
wish to your layout.
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You can change the name of an existing custom

Headers are similar to a divider, but also have a text label to describe the elds
that follow the header. Headers are custom elds. To add a header to your layout,
create a new custom eld of type Header, give the eld a name, and then add it to
your layout.
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Moving & Moving Boxes
There’s the old adage that a “true friend is one that will help you move.”
Under My Roof is a true friend. While it can’t help you load your stuff into the back
of a truck, it can help you

nd the can opener among the dozen boxes scattered

about your new home, all marked “Kitchen Stuff”.
Moving Boxes
Under My Roof can keep track of your moving boxes, what’s in them, and
where they are. You can also view the contents of each moving box and lookup
which box contains a particular item. To manage your moving boxes, tap or click the
Browse Bar in the Home Navigator and select Moving Boxes.
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Moving Box Numbering
Under My Roof uses a pre x/number system for numbering moving boxes. By
default, the pre x is a two letter sequence randomly generated for each device. This
is so that multiple people can create moving boxes in an inventory at the same time
without creating duplicate box numbers. The pre x is followed by a four digit
sequence number. Each time you add a new box, the sequence number is
automatically incremented. You can change the pre x and starting number in the
sequence in the Settings/Preferences Panel.
Adding a New Moving Box
To add a new moving box, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Moving
Box List. Under My Roof will automatically set the Name eld to your moving box
pre x and the next box number, although you can change this if you wish. You can
also select the location of the box in your home (this is really helpful when
unloading and storing moving boxes in your new home), add a brief description,
and enter the box dimensions and weight.
Moving Box Barcodes
You can order preprinted barcode stickers, or create your own using a
barcode/QR code creation application, that you can add to your boxes. Enter the
number on the barcode in the Barcode eld when adding a moving box, which can
later be scanned using your device’s camera to lookup the contents of the box.

Tap the
button above the onscreen keyboard when the Barcode eld is
selected to use the built-in camera to scan the barcode or QR code number
directly into the Barcode eld.
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Packing a Moving Box
There are several ways to add items in your inventory to a moving box. The
most ef cient approach to add multiple items at once is to use the Packing Panel. To
use this method, tap or click on the moving box to view its contents. Next, tap or
click the

button at the bottom of the Item List for the moving box to bring up the

Packing Panel.
Click or tap on the items you want to add to the moving box to select them and
then click or tap the Done button. You can narrow the list of items shown to a
speci c location by tapping or clicking the All Items button at the bottom of the
panel.
Items that aren’t already in your inventory can be added to a moving box by
tapping or clicking the + button at the bottom of the Item List for the selected
moving box.
You can also add an item to a moving box by editing the item and changing its
location to that moving box or select multiple items in the Item List and use Under
My Roof’s organization feature to move those items to the box.
Moving Your Boxes to Another Home
To move your moving boxes to another home, tap or click the

button

below the Moving Box List and then select the home to which you wish to move the
boxes. You may also, optionally, choose a location within the new home for the
boxes.
Before moving to a new home, it is recommended that you add that home to
Under My Roof to make it easier to transfer items from your previous home to the
new one. Refer to the Multiple Homes chapter for more instructions on adding a
new home.
Unpacking Items from a Moving Box
You can move items from a moving box to elsewhere in your inventory in the
same way you can from any Item List view in Under My Roof. Tap or click on the
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moving box to view its items. You can edit an individual item and change its
location or select multiple items to move them to another location all at once.
Editing a Moving Box
Right click or tap and hold on a moving box and choose Edit from the context
menu that appears to change the box number, description, location of the box in
your home, or its measurement and weight.
Deleting a Moving Box
Right click or tap and hold on a moving box and choose Delete from the
context menu that appears to remove a moving box from your inventory.
Viewing the Contents of a Moving Box
Tap or click on a moving box to view its items. You can also tap or click the
button at the bottom of the Moving Box List to use your device’s built-in camera to
scan the barcode or QR code on a box a bring up its contents.
Searching for a Speci c Item
So how do you nd that can opener mentioned in the opening paragraph of
this chapter? Tap or click on the Browse Bar and select All Items to bring up the list
of all of the items in your home, including those items that are in moving boxes.
Type in the name of the item you wish to nd in the search box at the top of the Item
List and Under My Roof will lter the list to show you just the items that match. Tap
or click on the item in the list and its location will tell you where it is, whether it’s in
a room or in a moving box.
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Insurance Policies
Under My Roof can act a repository for your insurance policy information so
important details are easily accessible, such as the policy number, issuer, copies of
your insurance cards, and even scanned copies of the actual policies. For property
related policies, Under My Roof can tell you if you have adequate insurance for your
belongings. Under My Roof can even keep track of any insurance claims you le.
The Policy List
All of the policies in your inventory appear in the Policy List. To show the Policy
List, click or tap the Browse Bar and then select Policies.
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You can store information for just about any type of insurance policy you can
think of in Under My Roof. Policy information consists of a name for the policy and
policy number, the type of policy (homeowner’s, health, automobile, and so on),
whether or not it is active, and issuer information. You can also add a description,
notes, and attach les.
Coverage entries describe the coverage offered by a policy. Many policies
provide different coverage parameters depending on what is covered. For example,
a homeowner’s insurance policy that has separate coverage limits and deductibles
for jewelry or a health insurance policy with different coverage for “in network” and
“out of network" providers. Because of these variations, you will often have multiple
coverage entries per policy to fully describe the level of coverage offered.
Policies
Adding a New Policy
Tap or click to + button at the bottom of the Policy List to add a new policy.
Give the policy a name and select the type of policy. For Homeowner’s Insurance,
Flood Insurance, and Renter’s Insurance, you will need to select the home the policy
applies to if you have multiple homes in your inventory.
Viewing a Policy
To view a policy, simply tap or click on the policy in the Policy List to bring up
the policy in a Detail View. From here you can view all of the policy details, manage
coverage, add notes and le attachments, and manage claims associated with that
policy.
Editing a Policy
To edit a policy, right click or tap and hold on the policy in the Policy List and
then select Edit from the context menu that appears. You can also tap or click the
policy information in the Main Subsection if you are viewing the policy in the Detail
View.
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To delete a policy, right click or tap and hold on the policy in the Policy List and
then select Delete from the context menu that appears. Be very careful when
deleting a policy as it will also delete any claim history associated with that policy. It
may be better to mark the policy as inactive instead.
Marking a Policy as Inactive
If you cancel or choose not to renew a policy, you can mark it as inactive. This
will preserve all of the information associated with the policy, including any claims,
should you need to refer to them later later. For policies with property-related
coverage, this lets Under My Roof know not to include the policy in its coverage
assessments.
Coverage Entries
Adding Coverage Entry
To add coverage to a policy, select the policy in the Policy List and the click the
button on the right side of the Policy Coverage Subsection’s title bar in the Detail
View. Give the coverage entry a name, select the type, and enter coverage amount
and deductible information.
For property-related coverage types, a coverage entry will also have a Coverage
Rule eld. By default, this is set to Covers All Items and the coverage applies to all
of the items in the home the policy is associated with. You can change this rule to
include only items that meet certain criteria by selecting Covers Only Speci ed
Items or exclude items by selecting Excludes Speci ed Items for Coverage Rule.
If the Coverage Rule is set to Covers Only Speci c Items you can use the
Included Categories, Included Collections, Included Locations, and Included Tags elds to
select the categories, collections, locations, and tags the coverage applies to. Any
items associated with either of these is considered to be covered under this coverage
entry, as well as any items explicitly selected in the Included Items eld.
If the Coverage Rule is set to Excludes Speci ed Items you can use the Excluded
Categories, Excluded Collections, Excluded Locations, and Excluded Tags elds to select
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Deleting a Policy

the categories, collections, locations, and tags that are excluded from the coverage.
Any items associated with either of these will not be covered under this coverage
entry, as well as any items explicitly selected in the Excluded Items eld.
Editing a Coverage Entry
Click or tap a coverage entry in the Detail View to edit the entry.
Deleting a Coverage Entry
Right click or tap and hold on a coverage entry and then select Delete from the
context menu that appears to delete a coverage entry.
Claims
Filing an insurance claim can be a stressful process. There may be a lot of
information and paperwork to keep track of, not to mention expenses, phone calls,
emails, and damage details. The Claims Section offers a single place to store
information about a claim against an insurance policy, making it easy to record and
lookup information regarding a particular claim. Here, you can store information
about a claim, keep dated notes, store related documents, and keep track of any
damages (including estimates and photos) and expenses (including receipts).
To manage claims for a policy, switch to the Claims Section in the Detail View for
the policy. This will show you a list of all of the claims associated with the policy.

Tap the
tab in the bar at the bottom of the Detail View to switch to the
Claims Section.
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Click the Claims button in the bar at the top of the Detail View to switch to
the Claims Section.

Adding a New Claim
To add a new claim tap or click the + button in the upper, right corner of the
Claims Section. Give the claim a name, a date the claim was started, and select the
claim type. You can also enter the claim number, a date the claim was settled (if
applicable), the contact information for the person handling the claim at the
insurance company, and a description of the claim.
Viewing and Editing a Claim
Click or tap on a claim in the Claims Section to view a claim, where you can
make changes to the claim, add notes, attach documents, and manage damage and
expense entries.
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Right click or tap and hold on a claim in the Claims Section and select Delete
from the context menu that appears to delete a claim.
Claim Damages
For home, auto, and other property related policies, each claim will include a
Damages Section. Here, you can enter any damage to the home or automobile, a
location (if the policy is associated with a home), or inventory items. Tap or click the
button in the Detail View for the claim to switch to the Damages Section.
Depending on the type of policy, you can choose which type of damage entries
you wish to view (Automobile, Home, Location, or Item) at the top. Tap or click the +
button in the top, right of the Damages Section to add a new damage entry. Give the
entry a name that brie y describes the damage (example: Water Damage to Carpet)
and select the status (Damaged, Destroyed, Stolen, etc.). For location damage entries,
choose the location. For item damage entries, select the item that was damaged. You
may also add photos, an estimated repair or replacement cost, and a more detailed
description of the damage.
Tap or click on a damage entry to view the entry in a Detail View. You may also
add, edit, or delete any related information from here.
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Deleting a Claim

Tap and hold or right click on an entry in the Damages Section and select Delete
from the context menu that appears to delete a damage entry.
Claim Expenses
Some claims will involve out of pocket expenses that may be reimbursed later
by your insurance company, such as cleaning up water damage in a home. You can
keep track of these in the Expenses Section. Tap or click the

button in the Detail

View for the claim to switch to the Expenses Section.
Tap or click the + button in the top, right of the Expenses Section to add a new
expense entry. Give the entry a name, date, and amount. You may also add a receipt,
contact information for whomever the money was paid to, and a more detailed
description of the expense.
Tap or click on an expense entry to view the entry in a Detail View. You may
also add, edit, or delete any related information from here.
Tap and hold or right click on an entry in the Expenses Section and select Delete
from the context menu that appears to delete an expense entry.
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Reports
Under My Roof can generate a variety of reports on your inventory that you
can print, save as a PDF, or share with others.
The Report List
All of your reports are shown in the Report List. To show the Report List, click or
tap the Browse Bar and then select Reports.

Under My Roof comes with several precon gured reports by default. You can
modify these as well as create your own custom reports. To select a report to run or
edit, simply tap or click on the report in the Report List.
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To run a report, select the report in the Report List and tap or click the
button. This will generate a report and display it.
Saving and Printing a Report
Once you’ve run a report, you can save the report as a PDF document or print
the report by tapping or clicking the

button at the top of the screen and selecting

Save or Print from the context menu that appears..
Setting the Date Range
For reports that include items and disposed items, you can set an optional date
range to only include items that were purchased or disposed within that date range.
To change the date range of the selected report, tap or click the

button. By

default, all items or disposed items are included in the report.
Adding a New Report
To add a new report, tap or click the + button at the bottom of the Report List.
Select the type or report and give the report a name and optional description.
Available report types include:
•

Disposed Items Detail reports include only the items in the current
home that have been marked as disposed. You can choose which item
elds and subsections (notes, photos, etc) appear for the items in the
report, among other options.

•

Disposed Items List reports give you a simple list of the items in the
current home that have been disposed, instead of including more
detail for each item.
Home Detail reports include all of the information regarding the
current home and its locations, without any item information. You can
chose which subsections appear (assessment history, notes, warranties,
repairs, changes, and so on).
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Running a Report

Item Detail reports include the items in the current home that have
not been marked as disposed. You can choose which item elds and
subsections appear, as well as con gure a number of organization,
sorting, and ltering options.

•

Item List reports give a simple list of items in the current home,
without all of the detail. As with Item Detail reports, you can
con gure a number of organization, sorting, and ltering options.

•

Item Summary report just provide summary breakdowns and totals
of the items in the current home, without showing the individual
items.

•

Policy reports include your policy information and any claim details.

Editing a Report
To edit a report, rst select the report in the Report List and then tap or click the
button at the bottom to edit the report’s options.
Deleting a Report
To delete a report, right click or tap and hold on the report in Report List and
then select Delete from the context menu that appears. This will delete the report
from the Report List. Keep in mind this is separate from the PDF le that is shown
when you run a report. The

le generated when running a report is stored in

temporary storage and deleted automatically by Under My Roof when it is no
longer needed unless you save it elsewhere on your device.
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Password Protection
iPhones, iPads, and Macs all offer pretty good security. However, if multiple
people have access to your inventory or you are sharing your inventory with others
via iCloud, you may want to add a password to your inventory for additional
protection.
You will be prompted for your password every time you open your inventory
in Under My Roof.
Warning: Neither Binary Formations nor Apple have access to your inventory
password. If you forget it, we cannot retrieve, remove, or reset your password as we
do not have access to your any of your inventory data.
Enabling Password Protection
Tap or click the

button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel.

Scroll down to the Inventory Password section and tap or click on Set Password. Enter
the password you wish to use in the Password eld and then enter it again in the
Con rm Password eld.
You may also enter an option hint phrase to help you remember your
password, should you forget it. You can ask Under My Roof to show you the hint
when entering your password to access your inventory. Your password hint should
not be or contain your password, but instead a phrase that will remind you of what
you set your password to without being obvious to another person.
As previously mentioned, neither Binary Formations nor Apple can retrieve,
remove, or reset your inventory password should you forget it.
Changing Your Password
To change your password or password hint, select Change Password from the
Inventory Password section of the Options Panel. You will need to enter your current
password, as well as the new password, and con rm the new password in order to
make any changes.
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Removing Password Protection
To remove password protection from your inventory, select Remove Password
from the Inventory Password section of the Options Panel. You will need to re-enter
your current password in order to remove password protection.
Face ID/Touch ID Support
When password protection is enabled, Under My Roof can use Face ID and
Touch ID to verify access on devices that support it. Face ID and Touch ID support is
on by default, but you can disable it or reenable it in the Settings/Preferences Panel.
Face ID and Touch ID cannot be used to change or remove an inventory
password, however. You must enter your password manually.
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Under My Roof was designed from the ground up with multiple currency
support. All standard currency-related

elds, such as Price and Value, as well as

custom elds of type Price support storing amounts in their original currency format
(both the value and the currency code that denotes the type of currency, such as US
dollar or Euro) and, if necessary, the converted value to the currency set for the
current home.
Home Currency
Each home you create in Under My Roof has a Currency eld. By default, this
eld is set to use the currency type con gured for the operating system, but you can
change this if necessary.
Whenever a currency value is entered in a currency-related eld, such as Price
or Value, it is assumed to be in the currency associated with the home you are
currently browsing. You can change the currency type when entering the value and
that value and currency type will be stored along with the converted value in the
currency associated with the home. This conversion happens at the time the value is
entered, based on the current currency conversion rate.
Changing the Currency for a Monetary Value
Whenever you enter a monetary value in Under My Roof, the default currency
value for the home will be displayed, either above the onscreen keyboard on iPhone
and iPad or at the bottom of the data entry panel on the Mac. You can tap or click on
this button to select a different currency type.
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Multi-Currency Support

Tap the Currency button above the right side of the on-screen keyboard to
change the currency used for the value entered.

Click the Currency button at the bottom, left of the data entry panel to
change the currency used for the value entered.
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Syncing and Sharing
Your inventory data is stored locally on your device in a protected container
directory (folder on the Mac) that is managed by the operating system. It is private
and only you and those who have direct access to your device can see it.
If you have an iCloud account, you can enable syncing in Under My Roof.
When syncing is enabled, your inventory is also stored in your iCloud account,
along with a local copy (so it accessible off-line) on each iPhone, iPad, or Mac signed
into that account with Under My Roof installed and sync enabled. Any change you
make to your inventory, regardless on which device, will be replicated in iCloud and
the other devices.
Syncing is a great way to use Under My Roof on multiple devices without the
hassle of copying or sharing les. Even if you only use Under My Roof on a single
device, enabling sync gives you a backup of your data in iCloud. Should you ever
replace that device (or add an additional iPhone, iPad, or Mac), simply install Under
My Roof and enable syncing and your inventory will be pulled down automatically
from iCloud.
You can also share a synced inventory with others via iCloud sharing. This is
useful when others in your household, using different Apple IDs than yours, need
access to your inventory or you want someone else to always have an up-to-date
copy for extra protection or legal reasons.
Syncing
Syncing Requirements
In order to sync your inventory, every iPhone, iPad, and Mac you want to sync
your data with must be signed into iCloud with the same Apple ID, have iCloud
Drive enabled in the Settings app (iOS) or System Preferences (Mac), and have
Under My Roof installed. If you want to access a synced inventory with a different
Apple ID, you can do so using sharing, which is covered later in this chapter.
If you store a lot of photos, receipts, and documents in your inventory, it can
become quite large (hundreds of megabytes to well into the gigabytes in size). Given
that you are also likely storing iPhone and/or iPad backups, photos, and other
important data in iCloud, you will want to make sure you have plenty of space
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available in your iCloud account before enabling sync. Most likely, the storage
offered by the free plan will not be enough if you are also backing up any device
data or storing photos in iCloud.
Enabling Sync
When you

rst launch a new install of Under My Roof, it will walk you

through a series of setup screens to con gure the app. You can enable syncing here
on the Sync screen by either clicking or tapping the checkbox (Mac) or switch
(iPhone and iPad) that says Enable iCloud syncing. If you have an existing
inventory in iCloud, Under My Roof will begin downloading it automatically. If you
do not have an existing inventory, but one is being shared with you by someone else,
the shared inventory will be downloaded. If you do not have an existing inventory
and one is not being shared with you by another person, a new inventory will be
created during the setup process and automatically synced with iCloud.

If you did not enable sync during the setup process, you can enable through
the Settings/Preferences Panel by tapping or clicking the
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button in the Home

Navigator to open the Options Panel and then clicking or tapping the

button at the

bottom. Enable the Sync with iCloud option if it is not already enabled.
Enabling sync after the initial setup process will upload your locally stored
inventory data to iCloud and then download any other inventory information
already store in iCloud. If you already have Under My Roof installed on multiple
devices with sync disabled and then enable iCloud syncing on each of them, you
will end up with multiple homes in your synced inventory (one for each home on
each device). If you only want the inventory data that has already been synced with
iCloud from a different device, it is recommended that you uninstall and then
reinstall Under My Roof, enabling sync during the setup process as described earlier.
The initial download of an existing inventory in iCloud may take some time if
the inventory is very large. Once the inventory has been completely downloaded,
syncing any changes should be fairly quick as they are usually relatively small.
Disabling Sync
To turn off syncing with iCloud, tap or click the

button in the Home

Navigator to open the Options Panel and then tap or click the

button at the

bottom. Uncheck the checkbox (Mac) or slide the switch to the off position (iPhone
and iPad) for the Sync with iCloud option to disable sync. This will disable syncing
for that device only. It will not delete your inventory, either on the device or in
iCloud. However, any inventories that have been shared with you by someone else
will be deleted from the device.
Note: Disabling and reenabling sync in order to troubleshoot a syncing issue is
strong discouraged. If you encounter any problems with syncing, please email
Customer Service at support@binaryformations.com and we will help you.
Deleting Synced Data from iCloud
Should you ever wish to delete your inventory data in iCloud, you can do so
through the Settings app on the iPhone and iPad or via System Preferences on the
Mac in the Manage iCloud Storage section. You should never delete your inventory
from iCloud if you have any devices signed into that Apple ID where syncing is
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currently enabled in Under My Roof. Doing so can lead to unpredictable behavior of
the app.
Sharing Your Inventory
You can share your synced inventory with others. In order to share your
inventory, you must have your inventory synced with iCloud, the person you’re
sharing your inventory with must also have Under My Roof installed, be signed in
with their Apple ID on the device, and have iCloud Drive enabled.
Initiating a New Share
To share your inventory with another person, tap or click the

button in the

Home Navigator to open the Options Panel and select Share from the Inventory section.

Click the Add People button on the Share Panel and then select the method
you wish to share the link (Mail, Messages, etc.).

You can also choose whether or not those you are giving permission to
make changes to your inventory or just view it. Click the Share button and
then choose the recipients. This will send a link to the person you are
sharing with that they can use to access to your inventory.
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Select the method you wish to share the link (Mail, Messages, etc.). You
can also choose whether or not those you are giving permission to make
changes to your inventory or just view it. This will send a link to the
person you are giving access to that they can use to access your inventory
in Under My Roof.

If you are already sharing your inventory with someone else, you will
need to tap the Add People button rst in order share your inventory with
an additional person.
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You can only share an inventory you created. You cannot share another
inventory that has been shared with you by someone else.
Accepting a Share
To access an inventory that is being shared with you by another person, you
must

rst accept that share. To do this,

rst make sure you have Under My Roof

installed on the device(s) you wish to access the inventory. You can launch Under
My Roof, but unless you want to keep your own separate inventory in addition to
the inventory being shared with, do not go through the opening screens before
accepting the share link.
Go back to where you received the share message (Mail, Messages, etc.) and
click or tap the link. This will open Under My Roof and you can now go through the
opening screens. Once you complete this process, Under My Roof will begin
downloading the shared inventory to your device.
Revoking a Share
To stop sharing your inventory with someone else, tap or click the

button in

the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel and select Share from the Inventory
section. You will see a list of people you are sharing your inventory with in the top
part of the Share Panel.

Tap on the name of the person you wish to revoke access to your inventory
and then tap the Remove Access button.
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You can also tap the Stop Sharing button in the Share Panel to stop sharing
your inventory with everyone your inventory is shared with.
When you revoke access to your inventory for someone, Under My Roof will
delete the local copy of your inventory from their devices and they will no longer be
able to view or make changes to your inventory.
Switching Between Inventories
If you are keeping your own inventory in addition to having access to an
inventory shared with you by someone else or have multiple people sharing their
inventories with you, you will need to switch between the inventories, depending
on the inventory you want to work with. See the Inventory Manager chapter for
more details on managing and switching between multiple inventories.
Privacy
As previously mentioned, your inventory is stored locally in a protected
container on your device. When syncing is enabled, a copy of your inventory is
stored in your iCloud account using iCloud’s CloudKit database (it is not stored as a
le that is visible through iCloud Drive). Binary Formations does not have access to
either the local inventories on your devices or your inventory in iCloud. It’s your
data and it’s private. We cannot access it in any way, shape, or form and Under My
Roof does not “call home” and report back any inventory information to Binary
Formations.
When you share your inventory, whomever you give sharing permission to
will also have access to your inventory. A local copy is synced to a protected
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Move your mouse cursor over the name of the person you wish to revoke
access and click the
to the right of their name when it appears. Select
Remove Access from the context menu.

container on their device for as long as they are granted access, but the shared
inventory remains in your iCloud account and is NOT replicated to the iCloud
account of anyone you share your inventory with and the shared inventory does not
count against their iCloud storage. Binary Formations cannot prevent the misuse of
your inventory data by those you share your inventory with, so please be careful
and only do so with people you trust.
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Multiple Homes
Adding Another Home
If you have multiple homes, or perhaps planning a move, you can easily add
an additional home to your inventory by tapping or clicking the

button in the

Home Navigator to open the Options Panel. Next, tap or click New Home.

Switching Between Homes
To switch from browsing the current home to another home in your inventory,
tap or click the

button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel and then

tap or click on the home you wish to switch to under the Homes section at the top.
Removing a Home
You can remove a home from your inventory using the Inventory Manager,
which is covered in another chapter.
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The Inventory Manager
If you ever need to change the name of your inventory, remove an inventory
that is being shared with you by another person, or delete a home, you can do so
from the Inventory Manager. To open the Inventory Manager, tap or click the
button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel, then select Manage
Inventories.

Renaming an Inventory
Tap and hold or right click on an inventory and select Edit from the context
menu that appears to change the name of an inventory. You may only change the
name of an inventory that you created. You cannot rename an inventory that has
been shared with you by someone else.
Switching Inventories
There are two ways to switch between inventories. The rst is in the Inventory
Manager. If you have multiple inventories, you can switch to browsing a home in a
different inventory by clicking or tapping on the inventory you wish to switch to.
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This will show you the list of list of homes belonging to that inventory. Next, click or
tap the home you wish to browse to begin browsing that home.
The second method is the via the Options Panel. Tap or click the

button in

the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel and then tap or click on the inventory
you wish to switch to under the Inventory section. If you only have a single
inventory in Under My Roof (whether your own or one that is shared with you by
someone else), you will not see any inventories listed in the Inventory section as there
is no need.
Removing a Shared Inventory
Right click or tap and hold on an inventory that has been shared with you and
select Delete from the context menu that appears to remove a shared inventory. This
will only remove the inventory from your device. It will not remove the inventory
from iCloud.
Managing Homes
To view all of the homes associated with a speci c inventory, tap or click on the
inventory.
Removing a Home
Right click or tap and hold on a home and select Delete from the context menu
that appears to permanently remove a home from the inventory. This will remove
the home and any locations, collections, moving boxes, items, repairs, changes,
photos, documents, and receipts associated with that home and any of its contents.
Once you delete a home, it cannot be un-deleted, so you want to make absolutely
sure this is what you want to do before con rming the delete.
Browsing a Home
To browse a home and its contents, simply tap or click on that home.
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Under My Roof supports importing text data from CSV (Comma Separated
Value) les and Home Inventory 3 .hi3 les. It can also export item information to a
CSV le that you can open with almost any spreadsheet or database application.
Exporting Items to a CSV File
To export the items in the currently selected home to a CSV le, tap or click the
button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel, then select Export from
the Inventory section. Next, choose Export Items to CSV from the menu that
appears. This will bring up the Item Export Panel.

Fields to Export
The Fields To Export section lists the elds that will be exported for each item.
The elds are in the order they will appear in each row of exported item data. You
can tap or click on the

to the left of a eld to move it from the list of elds to

export to the list of elds that will not be exported. Tap and hold or click and hold
on the

to the right of a eld to drag that eld to a new location in the list.
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Importing/Exporting

The Don’t Export List
Scroll down below the Fields to Export section to the Don’t Export section to
view the elds that will not be exported. Click or tap on any eld in this section to
move it to the Fields to Export section.
Export Options
Tap or click the Separator option to choose the type of character used to
separate each item

eld in the CSV

le. You can choose between Comma,

Semicolon, and Tab. The default is Comma.
If the First line is header option is enabled, the rst line in the exported CSV le
will contain the list of eld names. In most cases, you will want this option enabled.
Importing Items from a CSV File
To import items from a CSV

le into the current home, tap or click the

button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel, then select Import and
choose Import items from CSV le. Then choose the le you wish to import.
Once Under My Roof reads the le you’ve chosen, the Import CSV File Panel
will appear.
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Under My Roof will try to determine which separator character is used in the
le and how each eld in the CSV le’s rows should map to the available item elds
in your inventory. This mapping is shown in the Field Map List of the Import CSV File
Panel.
On the left side of each row in the list is the name of the eld in the CSV le, if
there is a header row. If there is no header row, it is the text for that eld in the rst
row in the le. The right side is item eld the eld CSV le’s eld will be imported
to for each item. If the right side is set to (ignore), that eld will not be imported
from the CSV le.
Tap or click on a row in the Field Map to manually choose which item eld a
given eld in the CSV le will be imported to.
Import Options
If Under My Roof chose the incorrect eld separator for the CSV le, you can
change it by tapping or clicking on the Separator option. Changing the separator will
cause Under My Roof to recalculate the eld map.
Disable the First line is header option if the CSV le you are importing does not
contain a header row. This will cause the rst row in the le to be imported as an
item. The rst row is ignored if the First line is header option is checked/enabled.
Importing Home Inventory .hi3 Files
If you are a user of Binary Formations’ Home Inventory application, you can
import your .hi3 inventory

le(s) as a separate home in Under My Roof. You are

given the option to do so after launching Under My Roof for the rst time, but you
can also import a .hi3 le at any point by tapping or clicking the

button in the

Home Navigator to open the Options Panel. Next, select Import and choose Import
Home Inventory le from the context menu that appears.
Choose the Home Inventory le you wish to import and Under My Roof will
import it as a new home in the inventory you are currently browsing.
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The Field Map

Backing Up Your Inventory
In a perfect world, you would never need to backup your inventory. But in
reality phones get lost, computers break, and stuff just happens. Under My Roof
offers multiple ways to safe-guard your data should anything happen to the
device(s) it’s stored on.
Sync as a Backup
Perhaps the best way to backup your inventory is to enable syncing with
iCloud. Not only does this keep your inventory in sync across all of your devices, a
copy of your inventory is stored in your iCloud account using Apple’s CloudKit
database. Best of all, once sync is enabled, you don’t have to do anything else. Under
My Roof will keep everything up to date automatically.
Should you ever need to reinstall Under My Roof, just turn on syncing in the
setup screen and it will automatically begin downloading your inventory from
iCloud. This, of course, assumes you previously had syncing enabled in Under My
Roof so that your inventory was synced to iCloud in the rst place.
Archiving Your Inventory
Another way to backup your inventory is to create an archive. This is a special
type of

le that contains your complete inventory database and can be used to

restore your inventory during a new install of Under My Roof without relying on
syncing. You can only create archives of your own inventory and inventories that
have been shared with you where the person sharing the inventory has granted you
permission to make changes. You cannot create an archive of an inventory that is
shared with you by someone else if you have view only access to that inventory.
Creating an Inventory Archive
To create an archive of the inventory you are currently browsing, tap or click
the

button in the Home Navigator to open the Options Panel. Next, select Export

and choose Export Inventory Archive from the context menu that appears. Under
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My Roof will create the archive le (it will have a .umra le extension) and then ask
you to choose a location to save it on your device.
Restoring an Inventory Archive
Because an inventory archive can best be thought of as a snapshot of your
inventory at the time the archive was created, you should only restore it as part of a
clean install of Under My Roof. If you have been using sync, you should use iCloud
syncing to restore your inventory, as described earlier in this chapter.

If you are not using syncing or have deleted Under My Roof’s iCloud data, you
can restore your inventory from an archive by installing a new copy of Under My
Roof and clicking the Import Inventory button on the Import Home Inventory File
setup screen. Then, select the archive le you wish to restore from the le browser.
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